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This rich, round red is hallmarked by bright black cherry,
blackberry and black currant fruit flavors. Shows grace
notes of iron, tar and eucalyptus, which chime in as the
beefy structure exerts its influence on the finish. Fine
balance and length. Best from 2025 through 2047. No
doubt, Baricci Colombaio Montosoli (this is the full name
of the estate) is blessed with one of the best growing sites
in the Brunello appellation. The vineyard is spectacular,
with views of the medieval Montalcino skyline in the
distance and open plains of sun-lit exposures. This is one
of a handful of wineries located in the Montosoli subzone,
with its special well-draining mix of marl and galestro soils.
Ancient marina fossils are often found here. The area also
enjoys steep diurnal shifts, making for fresh wines with
lifted, fragrant aromas. Federico Buffi and his family
recently completed construction on a winery overhaul.
Located a few steps away from the best vineyard sites, the
old winery was cramped and needed updating, especially
in the fermentation area. No doubt, Baricci Colombaio
Montosoli (this is the full name of the estate) is blessed
with one of the best growing sites in the Brunello
appellation. The vineyard is spectacular, with views of the
medieval Montalcino skyline in the distance and open
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few steps away from the best vineyard sites, the old winery
was cramped and needed updating, especially in the
fermentation area.
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